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Oh my goodness how this year has flown by I am sure that all members will welcome a break
over the festive season—I am positive our hard-working trainers will. I am certainly looking
forward to finishing this and putting my final Information update to bed for the year.
This issue leads with an appreciation to those people who felt so passionately about our
breed and worked tirelessly to allow is to breed these magnificent dogs. 24/12/1976 was a
great day for all of us and it is because of those pioneers we enjoy our breed now.
On behalf of all of you I would like to thank the sponsors of our association—they give very
generously to support all disciplines our breed competes and trains in. Please support them
in return.
Please remember all the dangers which Christmas and New Year celebrations can cause for
our dogs. Whilst we are out and about partying – we need to ensure their safety. Make sure
they are safe when you go out to celebrate—plenty of water if it is hot—a wet towel for them
to lie on, plenty of shade if they are left outside—think about buying a plastic swimming pool
for Christmas—they will love they will love running around having some fun too!!! I’ve added
a window sign if you wish to use it to alert emergency services that you have pets indoors.
May I wish all of you the very best of Christmases and that 2017 will bring you success,
happiness and tons of love.
It is my favourite time of year it is the one time we can all smile a little brighter, be a little
friendlier and be a little more considerate and think of others rather than ourselves.
May the blessings of the season be with you and your family
Love and hugs from My family to yours Margaret
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To all the members and volunteers of our club
I wish you all a Very Merry Christmas
and a Happy and Prosperous New Year.
This is a special Christmas for the GSDA of WA
The 24th December 2016 is the 40th Anniversary of
The lifting of the Ban on German Shepherds in WA.
Best wishes to all. Ian Marr, President, GSDA of WA
From the members of the Management Committee
May we take this opportunity to wish you , your family and your dogs
A very Merry Christmas and the happiest of New Years.
We hope you have had a great year with the association
We have enjoyed the challenges and thank all of our trainers ,sub-committees
ground committees and those who just help out without a title
We look forward to being back at work in 2017
Your Management Committee
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PLEASE support us in purchasing your Advance dog food through
the Association
The sponsorship package we have enables us to purchase the food
at an excellent price. The savings you make will pay for your training in a short period of time AND it will help us to retain our sponsorship
Please remember to support our valued and faithful sponsors
where you are able to:
Advance, Animal Health Solutions, Armadale Mowers,
BioJohn, Scarboro Toyota, Canning Vale Fish and Chips
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The Archery
Club

The Archery Club will be using Headquarters during the times below:
Monday – 8.00am to 11.30am
Tuesday – 6.00pm to 9.00pm
Yet to be confirmed—
There is a possibility that they may do a shoot on Thursday mornings. If it comes about it will be for the
same times as the Monday shoot. Members will be advised if this goes ahead.
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Perpetual Trophy Winners for 2016 Presentation Day

LONG STOCK COATS
Most Consistent LSC Best WA Bred LSC Top Show Dog LSC Runner-Up Show Dog LSC -

Iccara Pandora Paragon Iccara Pandora Paragon Glenbala Very Vibrant Hasenway Major Tom -

C Mailata/S Woollard
C Mailata/S Woollard
G&K Gregory
L & S Woollard

STOCK COATS
Most Consistent SC Best WA Bred SC Top Show Dog SC Runner-Up Show Dog SC -

Swartzlic Kit Carson Hausosin Xrated Schaeferhund Rafael Maerceci Avon Valley -

B Pereira/R Pritchard
T Roberts/B Pereira
B Pereira/R Pritchard
B & C Wedge

CHILD HANDLER WINNERS
Best Junior Best Intermediate Best Senior -

Alison Shea
Mitchell Shea
Peyton Burgess

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Best LSC’s All Classes
Best Baby Dog LSC Best Baby Bitch LSC Best Minor Dog LSC Best Minor Bitch LSC Best Puppy Dog LSC Best Puppy Bitch LSC Best Junior Dog LSC Best Junior Bitch LSC Best Intermediate Dog LSC -

Seigen Making Mischief Iccara Jiulietta Belissima Seigen Making Mischief Glenbala Very Vibrant Hasenway Major Tom Iccara Pandora Paragon Hausosin Zsiga Hausosin Zeva Kaperville Valhalla -

D & C Gallacher
C Mailata/S Woollard
D & C Gallacher
G & K Gregory
C Mailata/S Woollard
C Mailata/S Woollard
K Harris
K Harris
D Marchesi

Best SC’s All Classes
Best Baby Dog SC Best Baby Bitch SC Best Minor Dog SC Best Minor Bitch SC Best Puppy Dog SC Best Puppy Bitch SC Best Junior Dog SC Best Junior Bitch SC Best Intermediate Dog SC Best Intermediate Bitch SC Best Open Dog SC Best Open Bitch SC -

Volscaro Giorgio Ultimate Volscaro Hypnotic Poison Jentol Dees Yoschek Grandwest Charlies Angel Kyoara Ghandi Kaperville Gossip Girl –
Swartzlic Kit Carson Swartzlic Fizz Gidget Hausosin Xrated Shaygar Willo The Wisp Schaeferhund Rafael Sabaranburg Liquid Ice -

T Roberts/L Pearson
T Roberts/L Pearson
J Boekelman
D & C Willis
L & S Woollard
Animal Kapers Kennels
B Pereira/R Pritchard
B Pereira/R Pritchard
T Roberts/B Pereira
D Freegard
B Pereira/R Pritchard
B & L Lubbock
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OBEDIENCE TITLE TROPHIES FOR 2016
CDX
Wayne Martin and Lashadas Xang Bang AZ Bsc1 Exc CD
Rally O Novice
Kerrie Pearce and Glenbala Bratsarefun CD
Wayne Martin and Lashadas Xang Bang AZ Bsc 1 Exc CDX
Lee-Anne Shea and Olbah Need For Speed ET
Debbie Freegard and Shaygar Willo The Wisp AZ Bsc1 VG CCD
Laurel Cowell and Shazwick Alley Cat
Debbie Freegard and CH Hinterhaus French Liaison AZ Bsc1 EXCM CD ET
Diane Webb and Sabaranburg Purple Rain
UD
Henryk Zakrzewski and Von Alfstyne Freundrohan CDX
Rally O Advanced
Kerrie Pearce and TCh Glenbala Bratsarefun RN CD
Wayne Martin and Lashadas Xang Bang AZ Bsc1 Exc CDX RN
Debbie Freegard and Shaygar Willo The Wisp AZ Bsc1 Exc CCD RN
Debbie Freegard and Ch Hinterhaus French Liaison AZ Bsc1 EXCM CD ET RN
Rally O Masters
Diane Webb and Maerceci Uber Magic UD TD
HWTM.S
Diane Webb and Sabaranburg Purple Rain
FSN
Diane Webb and Maerceci Uber Magic UD TD
TDX
Eddie Ramsden and Adashad Thru To The Keeper TD
Kerrie Pearce and Alderhaus Unique Adolpho TD
Eric Protti and Hinterhaus Gandolf ET JD TD
TSD
Kerrie Pearce and TCh Glenbala Bratsarefun CD RA TDX
TCh
Eddie Ramsden and Adashad Thru To The Keeper TDX
Kerrie Pearce and Alderhaus Unique Uldopho TDX
Kirstie Symons and Ash TDX
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OBEDIENCE TITLE TROPHIES FOR 2016
CCD

Rachael Laubsch and Volscaro Lenton Brae AZ Bsc1 Exc
TSDX
Kerrie Pearce and TCh Glenbala Bratsarefun TSD CD RA
CD
Debbie Freegard and Shaygar Willo The Wisp AZ Bsc1 Exc CCD
TSDCH
Kerrie Pearce and TCh Glenbala Bratsarefun CD RA TSDX
ET
Rachael Laubsch and Ch Volscaro Lenton Brae AZ Bsc1 Exc CCD
TSGCH
Kerrie Pearce and TCh TSDCh Glenbala Bratsarefun CD RA TSDX
Rally O Excellent
Wayne Martin and Lashadas Xang Bang AZ Bsc1 Exc CDX RA
CD
Frederic Almeida and Brynick Knight
TD
Kirstie Symons and Ash
TDX
Kirstie Symons and Ash
Di Bolger and Joanchell Priska
TSDX
Peggy Waller and Brooksvale Phanta
TSDCH
Peggy Waller and Brooksvale Phanta
Cecylia Sylwestrzak and Myriaspis Taras Renaissance
TSDGCH
Peggy Waller and Brooksvale Phanta
Cecylia Sylwestrzak and Myriaspis Taras Renaissance
ET
Gerald Lazdins and Volscaro Little River
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PERPETUAL TROPHIES FOR 2016
Gosnells
Best Lady Handler
Kerrie Pearce
Best Gentleman Handler
Wayne Martin
Encouragement Award
Kara Price and Monsimbee Stormm
Otago Park
Best Lady Handler
Martina Eckhard
Best Gentleman Handler
Eric Protti
Encouragement Award
Ally Crabtree and Friedental Chillis Mia
Norm James Consistency Trophy
Martina Eckhard and Fairdinkem Daylight Sun
Presidents Cup
Debbie Freegard and Shaygar Willo The Wisp
Sobbott Trophy
Henryk Zakrzewski and Von Alfstyne Freundrohan
Conrick Trophy
Martina Eckhard and Fairdinkem Daylight Sun
Di Costa and Jansen Trophy
Wayne Martin and Lashadas Xang Bang
Kalgoorlie Trophy
Diane Webb and Sabaranburg Purple Rain
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Help Your Pet Manage His Holiday Stress By: Vetstreet.com
I know you’re getting excited about the holidays — I certainly am! — but our pets don’t always share our joy. For shy, reserved
animals, the influx of houseguests, the commotion surrounding parties and the changes in environment and routine can leave
them fearful, anxious or stressed. You don’t have to give up your celebrations — but you will need to look for ways to help your
pet stay calm and bright.
Create a Calm Space for Your Pet
We all know that change is good, right? Well, our dogs and cats don’t agree. Pets think change is bad, bad, bad. As much as
possible, keep your pet’s scheduled mealtimes, walks and playtime the same. Whatever else is going on in your household, if
pets can rely on getting food and exercise at normal times, they are less likely to become anxious or stressed.
Even if your pet’s routine stays the same during the holidays, his environment will probably be in flux. Whether you have friends
in for an evening or relatives staying with you for the week, your pets will need a place they can retreat from the strangers and
the holiday music.
A safe room can be any place your pet feels comfortable. A bedroom or home office where your pet is already used to spending
time is ideal. Avoid cold garages or noisy laundry rooms — those aren’t relaxing for anyone. And make sure guests know that the
pet-safe room is off-limits to them — it’s just for your furry friend.
Don’t wait until the last minute to introduce your pet to his sanctuary. Have him practice staying there for varying lengths of time
in the days before your party is scheduled or your guests arrive. Make sure he has water, some toys and a comfortable bed, and
if he’s of the feline persuasion, he’ll need a litterbox, too. Once he’s settled in, give him a treat or food puzzle and close the door.
It might be too late this year, but you can teach your pet to go to the quiet room on cue. It’s something every pet should know and
can be beneficial throughout the year, not just during the holiday season.
Give Guests a Petiquette Lesson
Your guests may not have pets and may have misconceptions about the best ways to interact with them — and your pets may
have quirks of their own that influence the way they react to people. Give visiting friends and family a heads up, so they don’t
make mistakes or scare your pets.
You can offer general advice (not everyone knows that some cats may be more friendly if you do not make direct eye contact, for
example) or specific tips about your pets (how your dog likes to be petted or if your cat is afraid of loud noises). And you should
always caution guests about any behavior that might result in a nip or scratch (“Please don’t pick up the cat — it scares her, and
when she’s scared, she bites”).
Keep a close eye on visiting children. Their erratic movements and high-pitched voices can startle your pets, especially if they
aren’t used to the presence of kids. Make sure your littlest guests don’t try to grab at, pick up, chase after or ride on your pets.
Tell them the pet rules, and then make sure they follow them. And never, ever leave a child and a pet together without adult supervision.
Limit interactions between your pets and visiting pets. If possible, keep them separated unless they already know and like each
other. And just like with children, be sure to supervise all interactions to head off any possible trouble.
Seek Veterinary Help
Some fearful, anxious or stressed pets can benefit from a little pharmaceutical intervention. Ask your veterinarian about natural
and prescription solutions that may help pets stay calm. Think “Silent Night” in a bottle. These include pheromone sprays or diffusers, supplements that help your pet “chill,” and anxiolytic drugs that can have a relaxing effect. You can also ask your veterinarian about a new medication for dogs with noise phobias to help
them tune out the Christmas carols, jangling bells, party chatter and
New Year’s fireworks.
Happy howlidays!
By Dr. Marty Becker | Vetstreet.com
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5 Most Common Christmas Day Pet Emergencies By Dr. Carol McConnell DVM, MBA |
We associate some specific things with this time of year: holly and carols and candy canes. But do some pet health issues pop
up more than others around the holidays? Curious, I asked my colleagues at Veterinary Pet Insurance (VPI) to research claims
that initiated on Christmas Day. Do the holiday warnings issued for pet parents truly address the risks associated with the season?
As the chief veterinary officer here at VPI, the results didn’t surprise me: The information from our more than half a million policyholders shows that on Christmas Day, veterinary visits are driven by a sense of urgency, if not flat-out emergency.
Surprised? I bet if you think about it, you won’t be. After all, you’re not going to take your pet in for a veterinary visit on a major
holiday unless it’s a serious situation. And even if you truly do have nothing better to do with your time on Christmas Day, you
won’t be able to schedule an ordinary veterinary appointment because your veterinarian’s office is likely closed.
You know what else I found from those top five Christmas Day claims? Chances are that for many of those pets, the problem was
preventable, just as all those cautionary news reports suggest.
Holiday Emergencies
The list of the top VPI claims for Christmas Day is a good place to start a discussion on how to avoid an emergency veterinary
visit. In order, here are our top five emergencies:
1. Gastritis/Enteritis: Gastritis/enteritis is veterinary-speak for severely upset stomach/intestines, with symptoms including vomiting and diarrhoea. Sometimes this happens because a pet helps himself to holiday goodies, such as the Jack Russell Terrier who
inspired our annual VPI Hambone Award by climbing into a refrigerator and eating the holiday ham while waiting to be rescued.
Other times it’s because a pet is given something that’s outside her or his normal diet: too much, too rich, too little like what a pet
should eat.

Prevention: Ask visitors not to give food to your pets without permission, and block pets from helping themselves by keeping food
out of reach or even crating pets until after the holiday meal. (You don’t have to be the Grinch: A small amount of skinless turkey
breast is fine, as is having pet-safe treats at hand for sharing in moderation.)

2. Lacerations or Bite Wounds: You think you don’t get along with your brother-in-law? Is your aunt a little hard to listen to after a
spiked eggnog? There are families that fight like cats and dogs, after all, so is it any surprise that forcing pets to hang out together can also be a contentious experience?
Prevention: While it can be hard to say no to someone who asks to bring a pet to your home for Christmas, you should think
about doing so if it will upset your own dog or cat. Separation is another option: Closed doors or crates can keep territorial pet
disputes from ending up in the ER.
3. Soft Tissue Trauma: This is a pretty broad category, and within it can be found all degrees of pet calamity. It can be a dog hit
by a car after a guest leaves the front door open, or a cat fallen on while purring underfoot, or even a dog with “weekend warrior”
syndrome after bored grandkids engage him in an exhausting all-day game of fetch.
Prevention: Keep an eye on your pets and your guests to prevent unsafe interactions. Again, closed doors and crates can be a
good thing. (Remember it goes both ways: If your cat trips your grandmother, you’re just as likely to be running to the human ER
as the pet one.)
4. Foreign Body Ingestion: You name it, and there’s a pet who will eat it. That’s true of holiday gifts, decor and even things you
might usually put out of reach but a guest might leave where a pet can get it — like underwear. And while eating things that
shouldn’t be consumed seems like a dog thing, consider that light strings and tinsel can trigger a playful pounce by a cat who
might then swallow what’s caught.
Prevention: Preventive measures will depend on you, your pet and your holiday plans. Tinsel is probably not the best choice for a
Christmas tree in a home with cats, for example, and keeping things picked up in general will keep dogs from swallowing items
that will need to be surgically removed. Remind guests that underwear and socks are especially appealing to dogs and that keeping dirty clothes in hampers or closed suitcases is a good idea.
5. Chocolate Poisoning: Chocolate is definitely on the list of foods that should never be given to a pet, but sometimes people
overreact when they realize a dog has eaten some (cats usually won’t touch the stuff). Remember that chocolate toxicity increases the darker the chocolate gets and the smaller the dog involved. In other words, a small dog who consumes a bag of dark
chocolate candy really does need a trip to the emergency veterinarian, but a large dog who eats a couple of milk chocolate candies is probably going to be just fine. (Here’s a handy chart, and remember it never hurts to call the ER vet and ask.)
Prevention: Keep all candy — not just chocolate but also sugar-free candies and gum sweetened with Xylitol — out of reach of
pets, and remind guests to do the same.
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Our First Christmas in Heaven
We see the countless Christmas trees around the world below
with tiny lights, like Heaven’s stars, reflecting on the snow
the sight is so spectacular, please wipe away the tear
for we are spending Christmas with Jesus Christ this year.
We hear the many Christmas songs that people hold so dear but
the sounds of music can’t compare with the Christmas choir up here
We have no words to tell you, the joy their voices bring,
For it is beyond description, to hear the angels sing.
We know how much you miss us, we see the pain inside your heart
but we are not so far away, we really aren’t apart.
So be happy for us, dear ones, you know we hold you dear.
And be glad we’re spending Christmas with Jesus Christ this year.
We sent you each a special gift, from our heavenly home above.
We sent you each a memory of our undying love.
After all, love is a gift more precious than pure gold
It was always most important in the stories Jesus told.
Please love and keep each other, as my Father said to do
For we can’t count the blessing or love he has for each of you
So have a Merry Christmas and wipe away that tear
Remember, we are spending Christmas with Jesus Christ this year.
Throughout 2016 we have lost many friends – canine and human
Hope this poem helps us to know they are safe, happy and whole
with all our friends that have gone before us.
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Dear Members
For those who are new to the Association we would like to advise you that we
are sponsored by Mars Pet Foods and we have the opportunity to supply you
with your dog’s feeding requirements at a discounted price.
The savings you make on the purchase of 3 bags equals the price of an annual
membership. Well worth supporting us in rewarding our generous sponsors.
At Retail outlets these bags would cost you between $116 and $126 per bag

We have available for purchase
ADVANCE

20kgs

Active

$95.00

20kgs

Chicken

$95.00

20kgs

Large Puppy Growth $95.00

Note these are usually only sold in 15kgs at retailers

ADVANCE

17kgs

Turkey and Rice

$85.00

Food is available at Headquarters when training is taking place.
Further enquiries to John Crace on
Mobile: 0417 493 110 or
Email: vicepresident@gsdawa.org
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NIGHT TIME TRAINING &
SOCIALISATION IS ON!!!!!!!!

Headquarters @ 7-8pm
December 21st, January 4th, 11th, 18th, 25th and
February 3rd and 10th
Otago Park @ 7-8pm
December 22nd January 5th, 12th, 19th,
and February 4th and 11th
No training for the Christmas/New Year period
28th or 29th December or 4th or 5th January OR
Australia Day 26th January
Our hard-working trainers can enjoy
a well-earned rest.
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Has your dog reached the ripe old age of 13 or 14 years 3 months and 1 day?
Have they qualified for the 13 Club or the Centurions?
Have they received their awards?
The Association intends memorialising our oldies who have
reached these important milestones on our website.
If you have not heard from me recently seeking a photograph
PLEASE let me know so they can be included.
Our dogs and owners are an important part of our history.
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New life and vitality for a GSDA of WA Trophy with a long history!

The President’s Cup for the highest scoring show and working dog of the year!
The truly exciting aspect is that we have a clear winner, and the other two candidates are not expecting to beat
this winner,
but they are very proud of their dogs, and achievements, and have entered in the spirit of sportsmanship and good
competition!
That is just great and very commendable!
YES! We have three very competitive dogs and handlers scoring points for the President’s Cup this year, and congratulations are due to all!
The highest accolades go to this year’s winners, Debbie and Willow. This is Willow’s second win of the President’s
Cup! CONGRATULATIONS!!
1st:

Debbie Freegard with
Starter Score 280,

* Shaygar Willo The Wisp CD, RN, RA, B.S.Cl. I AZ Exc.
Total: 1745

2nd:

Rachael Laubsch with
Starter Score 150,

* CH Volscaro Lenton Brae CCD ET B.S.Cl. I AZ Exc.
Total: 1270

3rd:

B&L Lubbock & Diane Webb with Sabaranburg Purple Rain RN HTMS AZ VG
Starter Score Nil
Total: 930

Well done also to Rachel and Indi, competing for the first time, with a lovely starter score of achievements gained
last year,
And well done to Di and Rain, who showed that even with a youngster without a starter score of the previous year,
dazzling results can be achieved!
The owners, breeders and trainers can all be very proud of this year’s super entry for this prestigious competition!
Again, Congratulations!
Each year, the dogs starter score is the platform which gives the dog a flying leap into the following year’s competition:

The Starter Scores for 2017 are as follows:
* Shaygar Willo The Wisp CD, RA, B.S. Cl. I AZ Exc.

Starter Score

: 390

* CH Volscaro Lenton Brae CCD ET B.S. Cl. I AZ Exc.

Starter Score

: 530

Starter Score

:210

Sabaranburg Purple Rain RN HTMS AZ VG

Ho do we arrive at those scores? Read all about it: The President’s Cup 4.11.2016 Have a look at the Rules for the President’s Cup attached, and start your dog’s campaign diary for next year!!

This year’s winner:
Debbie Freegard with * Shaygar Willo The Wisp CD, RN, RA, B.S. Cl. I AZ Exc.
Score 280,
Total: 1745

Starter

Best wishes for continued success to all, HONEY
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Here are the rules and score sheets for those
members who with to compete for the
President’s Cup at the end of 2017
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Bio-John Pty Ltd was established in 1985 and is a specialist supplier of Animal Health and Feed products.
We supply your association with ADVANCE dry food and a number of specialty health products such as:
Wormers, Flea treatments, Shampoos and Conditioners Skin Health washes and Joint Supplements.

If you would like the Association to stock any other products
please do not hesitate to ask your Vice President, John Crace.
The Bio-John Equine and Pet Superstore is located on Abernethy Road in Belmont and has a large
warehouse layout where you will find everything you will need.
Our friendly staff is passionate about animals and their needs.

At Bio-John Equine & Pet Superstore we offer you an extensive range of products from the leading market
suppliers so you can continue to use the products you know and trust. We cater to all your furry friends
and your feathered friends too!
Did you know that G.S.D.A. of W.A. Members get a 5% discount? Just let the staff know.
Our dedication to traditional old fashioned service sets us apart from your everyday shopping experience
and we look forward to welcoming you into the Bio-John Equine & Pet Superstore!

196 Abernethy Road

Phone: 9277 6122

Opening Hours

Belmont

Fax: 9477 4167

Weekdays 7.30am – 5.00pm

Email: Info@bio-john.com.au

Saturday 8.00am – 12.00noon

W.A. 6104
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ANNUAL OBEDIENCE Report – Honey Gross-Richardson
2016 with all its challenges and triumphs, has been quite an eventual year! Looking around the training grounds, all is well,
there are scores of dogs training at our GSDA of WA Head Quarters in Southern River, and even our enthusiastically training
smaller group of handlers and their vibrant dogs, at idyllic Otago Park, in Craigie, “North of the River”, rarely see less than 20
of our dogs on the grounds on any given Sunday!
The year started with our night classes, socialisation for all, large and small, on Wednesday evenings at GSDA HQ, and Thursdays at Otago, both from 7.00 to 8.00, enjoying the cool of the evening and some respite from the summer heat. As we believe
that “ Pups Need People”, we train right through the year, with only two weeks off for Christmas and New Year, with our dedicated Instructors each taking a small shift over Dec. To Jan., in order to have just a little quiet time before the busy year ahead.
With official training starting in the first week of February, the training program is back in full swing, trainer’s eyes set on their
goal of having their charges at their best, at the time of the State Breed Exhibition, where as we like to say, “every man and his
dog” is competing over this brilliant weekend!
Before we know it, we are back to Sunday morning classes, with just two sessions or three before it is time for the SBE. The
show and obedience competitions go over the two days of the weekend, with the younger classes being exhibited on the Saturday, along with the keen triallers who have their sights set on gaining just one more Excellent Medallion in Obedience, and
on the Sunday, out come the stud dogs and brood bitches, the budding stars and established mainstays of the breed in here in
the West. Sunday is also the day for the Graduation classes, so competition is keen in both, show and obedience on both days.
With trophies and sashes or rosettes, high hopes, glorious German Shepherd Dogs strutting their stuff in the show ring, the
spectators enjoying the thrill of seeing the open dogs and bitches flowing around the ring in off lead gaiting, the nervous tension, and breath held in, as the dogs are lined up for the gun testing, they all made it, the show goes on, all wreathed in smiles,
the keenest competitors planning to fly their winners to the National, Sydney last, year, Brisbane next, congratulations all
around, and right there, next to all these vibes and excitement, just a little earlier on, we had our dogs and handlers from the
training classes, sport their butterflies in the graduation! There is a special magic in the SBE!
What else is new? As the sport of Agility Trialling has seen a decline in the GSDA over the last few years, and there has been an
upsurge and great success in the newer sport of Rally O’, plans are being made for changing the Rules for West Australia’s Triple Crown, an exciting competition that had previously been held at the West Coast Challenge, for dogs competing in Show,
Obedience and Agility! My hopes are to engender great enthusiasm for the concept of a restructuring of the Triple Crown, to
encompass the Show, Obedience, and Rally O’ events. Now seems to be a good time to implement this change, with our trials
contingent coming home with perfect scores for their vibrant dogs!
So, here’s to the
Triple Crown for the SBE and the WCC! On the topic of Special Trophies, the Rules for the President’s Cup for the highest scoring show and performance dog have just been amended to reflect the present day scene. The trophy is to encourage interest
in promoting the GSD as a versatile working dog! You’ve gotta be in it to win it!
But back to the review of the year 2016! Some of our keen members and Instructors were able to avail themselves of the opportunity to attend seminars, DWD with Johanna and Anja from Denmark and Sweden, the Herding and Nose-work weekends
would have been a thrill, but with all our trainers working with king size classes, alas! There was no time to fly away! With
seminars on BAT and general Special Needs Dogs programmes, there is certainly enough to keep folks attuned to what other
experts are working on.
An exciting bit of news is the good support of the Character And Working Assessment of our dogs at a National level. Here in
WA we have strongly supported this concept for over a decade, with some of our dogs recently submitted, being the 3 rd generation of C&WA Field Day qualifiers! Who remembers the Pino son *Seigen Vantage Point, sire of *Seigen Suris Alfie? Alfie’s
sons and daughters look superb on the C&WA course!
For the list of triallers in Obedience, Rally O’, the E.T. also Tracking, Track and Search Dogs, first titles through to Champions,
also in the challenging sport of Dances With Dogs, our Trials Chairperson, Carol-Anne will have all the latest in her report, see
below.
Karen Westmacott has again been working on the great project, of presenting a pictorial of all our handlers and dogs involved
in any Performance Sport. A link will soon be available on our webpage. Go check it out, and say hallo, when you walk past one
of these now a little better known to the newer members, faces!
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Before we knew it, we reached mid year! The triallers were out almost every weekend, there is always something happening
somewhere, great competitions to enjoy all over the Metro area. And of course there’s tracking! North and South, with glorious bush land and pine forests, what better way to work with your dog? We are lucky to have two tracking clubs in Perth, so
it’s easy enough to find a day on which to train!
Is there anything about which we can say ”there is a shortage?”. Ah, yes, indeed there is!
Trainers!! Our dedicated Instructors, some of which have been taking classes for over 30 years, are ably assisted by younger
trainers with a mere 20 years of training experience under their belts! Hmmm, time for young blood!
We have wonderful members enjoying their classes, some of these have hidden talents, discovered by their trainers, and we
would dearly love to infuse these with the same enthusiasm for helping the new members train their wonderful dogs! Please
consider!
We offer a theory course supported by discussion evenings and practical hands on work during socialisation class to start off
with! If you love the dogs, love to help others enjoy the help in training that you have enjoyed, we need you! Please contact
me by phone, 9349 8431 and email, richardson@eftel.net.au
My thanks to our brilliant team of Instructors and helpers, trainees who worked for a year and need to concentrate on their
young dogs as well, to everyone taking class, supporting the training, the workers, whether it’s the super efficient Tamara in
the Kitchen, our always patient Angela and Jean in the Sales Office, the always busy members of the GSDA of WA Management Committee, each and everyone does more than pull their weight!
Our various committees are working overtime, events being planned and conducted right through the year, each and everyone is an important part of what makes our Association work and function as a Breed Club par excellence! From the President
and Secretary, through all the committees, the many workers, the members who bring their families for their enjoyable Sunday morning outing, right along the newest member, we all have our part to play, in the GSDA of WA, in this wonderful club of
dog lovers, breeders, trainers, from all walks of life. Thank you, all, and enjoy your dogs, the friendship and sporting camaraderie that our great club has to offer!
At Otago Park, we had the invaluable assistance of Trainee Trainers Tina Ash and Gerald Lazdins for over a year. There were
days when I was away on judging assignments, and it was good to know, that Otago Park was always in good hands! Kathy
and Eric Protti as Ground Secretary and Ground Manager are perhaps the heart and soul of Otago Park. When I arrive, there
are pieces of equipment set up, for a bit of puppy fun, and for me??
Well, I talk a lot. Two hours of taking classes can
leave you breathless – and there is always Kathy with a cuppa for me! Thank you all!
Head Trainer at Head Quarters John Glenny, has a keen and very experienced team of instructors working with him. We owe
you all a lot, John, Assistant HT Kerrie Pearce, Senior Instructors Jean McCowan, who now devotes her time to one on one
training where assistance is required, Diane Webb, Iain McIntosh, Kym Glenny, who along with Karen Westmacott devotes a
lot of her time to Special Needs Dogs, not yet ready to be integrated into a class, but becoming a little more sociable week by
week, and Laurel Cowell, who along with our President Ian Marr, introduces our new members and their pups into the clean
cut, precise guidelines of training with positive reinforcement, maintaining a fine balance between fostering initiative and redirecting unwanted traits into more fruitful channels.
The difference between a pest and a pet is training; for all of us, it’s Happy Training!
We are nearing the end of the year, full circle, one more
wonderful Closed Club Trial, the Fun Day, the third Character and
Working Assessment, our Christmas Party, Presentation Day, and
then?
Pups need People!
Come and join us from 7.00 to 8.00 in Socialisation Class during
the lovely summer evenings!
Season’s Greetings, a wonderful, Merry Christmas
And all the very best for a Happy New Year!
HONEY
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We also had 4 pups ranging in age from 4-6mths for the children to interact with.
At the end of the demonstration we allowed the
students to interact with all the dogs and pups. The
behaviour on the dogs and pups was impeccable as
this scenario is not a regular occurrence for them.
They really enjoyed the attention.

At times you couldn’t see the pups because they
were surrounded by the students.
The children were also very well behaved and were
extremely happy to be able to interact with the dogs.
When the students returned to
class they wrote essays and drew
pictures of their experiences form
the morning which they donated to
the club along with a Gift Basket
filled with Stationery Products in
appreciation of our visit.
Thank you to Deputy Principal,
Nicole Kereopa and the school for
inviting us.
The school made a donation to the
club with the funds going towards
Engraved note books for every club
member commemorating the 40th
anniversary of the lifting of the ban.
Thank you to all our demonstration team members & dogs and helpers.

Kerrie Pierce, Di Webb, Kym Glenny, John Glenny, Ian & Dorothy
Marr, Iain McIntosh, Karen Westmacott, Rob and Marian Arnison,
Chris Smith, Rachael Laubsch and Vicki Beaton (photographer).
Kym Glenny
GSDA of WA Public Relations Officer
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Recommendations made in any of our articles are a guide only and are not a substitute
for responsible veterinary treatment. IF IN ANY DOUBT GO TO YOUR VET
Gastric dilatation-volvulus (GDV) also known as bloat, is a serious health risk, understanding the signs and the need for prompt treatment will help reduce the risk of mortality if your dog develops this problem.
Bloat is an extremely serious condition, and is considered a life-threatening emergency. There are no home remedies for this condition, so you
must contact your vet immediately if you suspect that your dog has bloat.
What is Bloat?
The gastric dilatation is one part of the condition and the volvulus is the second part.
In bloat (dilatation), the stomach fills up with air and puts pressure on the other organs and diaphragm. The pressure on the diaphragm makes it
difficult for the dog to breathe. The air-filled stomach also compresses large veins in the abdomen preventing blood flow.
Filled with air, the stomach can easily rotate on itself from 90° to 360° which cuts off blood supply. Once this rotation (volvulus) occurs and the
blood supply is cut off, the stomach begins to die. From this point your dogs condition will begin to deteriorate rapidly.

Symptoms -The list below is not exhaustive. If you are in any doubt, please call your vet immediately:
- Attempts to vomit (usually unsuccessful); may occur every 5-30 minutes - unsuccessful vomiting can sound like a repeated cough
- Doesn't act like usual self
- Exhibits significant anxiety and restlessness
- "Hunched up" appearance - hanging head
- Pacing in a stiff legged gait
- Bloated abdomen that may feel tight (like a drum) – in some cases the swollen abdomen is not apparent- Pale or off-color gums - Dark red in early stages; white or blue in later stages
- Heavy salivating or dribbling
- Unproductive attempts to defecate
- May refuse to lie down or even sit down
- Whining
- Drinking excessively
- Heavy or rapid panting
- Apparent weakness; unable to stand or has a spread-legged stance
- Collapse
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If you believe your dog is experiencing bloat, get them to a vet immediately, never wait and see.
Call your vet to alert them that you are on your way with a suspected bloat case.
Causes
There are numerous causes of bloat. Here are a few of the most common causes:
- Stress - Dog shows, mating, whelping, boarding, change in routine, new dog in household.
- Feeding habits - If your dog is a fast eater you should invest in a ‘slow’ bowl which is a food bowl with raised areas specifically designed to slow
your dog down whilst it eats thus inhibiting the air intake.
- Exercise taken before and especially after eating.
Prevention
Owners of susceptible breeds in particular should be aware of the early signs of bloat but the condition is not restricted to just large breeds. If
GDV is suspected, you need to contact your vet as soon as possible.
Here are a few tips on how to reduce the risk of your dog developing GDV, although other factors such as age, hereditary predisposition and personality can all contribute significantly. The tips below will not guarantee that your dog will remain unaffected.
- Do not exercise for at least an hour (longer if possible) before and especially after eating
- Do not permit rapid eating
- Feed 2 or 3 meals daily, instead of just one
- Promote "friendly" bacteria in the intestine, e.g. from "probiotics" which is said to avoid fermentation of carbohydrates, which can cause gas to
develop quickly. This is especially a concern when antibiotics are given since antibiotics tend to reduce levels of "friendly" bacteria. (Note: Probiotics should be given at least 2-4 hours apart from antibiotics so they won't be destroyed.)
- Do not permit excessive, rapid drinking
Ask Your Vet about a Gastropexy

Gastropexy is a surgical operation in which the stomach is sutured to the abdominal wall or the diaphragm. Gastropexys in which the stomach is
sutured to the diaphragm to prevent the stomach from moving up into the chest.

Could members please ensure they clean up after their
dogs—we have plenty of bags and deposit bins around
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GSDA of WA Children’s
Christmas Party 2016
We held our annual Christmas Party
on Sunday 4th December with 27
children and their families.
It was a fun filled afternoon with a
Batman bouncy castle, Bar Yard
Babes Animal Farm, Face Painting by Carla Adams,
lolly bags and ice cream.
All the children enjoyed the castle and being able
to pat and feed the animals. There were Alpacas,
goats, guinea pigs, rabbits, chickens, a pig and a
little pony.
Face painting was also a favourite with the children choosing
different patterns like being painted as a German Shepherd,
batman, skeleton and flowers.
The party culminated with a visit to from Santa and presents
for all the children.
Many thanks to my helpers Kerrie Pearce for helping me set up
and helping Santa with presents, Nicole Kent for helping Santa
with presents and Tamara Touzel for opening the canteen,
making her famous cupcakes shaped as Santa’s belly and
putting on a sausage sizzle.
Thanks also to Lachlan Jones and Rob Van Helvoort for
transporting Santa.

Kym Glenny
GSDA of WA Public Relations Officer
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How to Take the Best Dog or Cat Photos for Holiday Cards — Infographic By Vetstreet Staff
Over the past few years, we've gotten so many amazing tips from great photographers and training experts
on how to capture good pictures of your pet that we decided to round up all the tried and true tricks into one
handy infographic.
It's finally the time of year to pull out the camera and take the annual holiday card photo! Use our guide to
make sure you capture a card-worthy portrait of your cat or dog (and, of course, the rest of your family).
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October 2015 AUSTRALIAN SHEPHERD NEWS ... an article "Joy's Story- -a Journey with EPI"
October 2015 Joy’s Story—a journey with EPI Joy is a female German Shepherd that I bred. She was diagnosed with EPI
(Exocrine Pancreatic Insufficiency) last year. Joy's owners contacted me to let me know that they were at their wits end how to
deal with this. They had contacted several Vets, but other than putting her on Creon and grain free kibble, the vets did not know
what to do next, short of euthanising her. They wanted that to be a last resort. The final straw was that someone reported them to
the RSPCA for neglect. Their case was far from that. They had all the invoices from all the Vets they had consulted, to prove that
they were doing everything possible. I suggested that they bring her back to me, and let me try and bring her back to health. She
was 19.5kg. Just skin and bone. I signed onto a website specifically for EPI dogs. I cannot speak more highly of the people that
gave me advice.

Firstly they suggested that EPI dogs usually are deficient in Vitamin B12. After consultation with my Vet, I took that advice and
started giving her B12 twice a week. My Vet put her on a 3 week course of Metronizole to make sure that any infections were
cleared up. I elected to bypass all the so called “specific foods” and put her on VIP Grain Free Kibble, available from Woolworths
(another recommendation from someone else who had used this kibble successfully). At this stage she was still on the Creon
tablets twice daily. Very quickly there was a difference. After speaking with the EPI Website again, I decided to try and source Pig
Pancreas for Joy. This was done with great difficulty. They are very hard to find. But I managed to find some and minced the
fresh pancreas, froze it, and then cut it into 60gm measured pieces. I then cut the Creon out. The Creon is a replacement enzyme. She was given Pig Pancreas twice a day initially. Her motions almost immediately became firmer. I then increased the
dose to three times daily. Her motions were completely normal. Yay, no more scrubbing the kennel twice a day! We kept up with
the Vitamin B12 injections. And her weight started to creep up. Bit by bit we watched her improve. After a while we were able to
go back to twice a day. She was still gaining weight. On the odd day, we would have a bit of a relapse, but these episodes lessened as time went on. When she weighed 29kg I decided that she could go back to her owners. They had been anxiously watching her progress, the full way. They would come and visit her regularly. Joy will continue on the B12 for the rest of her life. The
grain free kibble will also remain. The Pig Pancreas is impossible to get. We have tried Australia wide to source it. We are now
moving across to Beef Pancreas, as we have exhausted our supply of Pig Pancreas. My friends on the EPI website suggested
the Beef as an alternative. Her coat is remaining good. And best of all she is a well loved member of their family. I am so glad that
they contacted me about Joy. I have learnt so much, and we now have a dog that will live her life in pretty good condition. I found
a lack of knowledge about this problem, was across most Vets. I am glad I have had the opportunity to research it, and am more
than happy to share my knowledge. And once again so thankful to the people I met through www.epi4dogs.com

Editor’s Note— The pancreas is the organ in the body responsible for producing insulin (which regulates the body’s blood sugar
levels) and digestive enzymes (which aid in the digestion of starches, fats, and proteins in an animal’s diet). If the pancreas fails
to produce enough of these digestive enzymes, exocrine pancreatic insufficiency, or EPI, develops. EPI may affect a dog's gastrointestinal system, as well as general nutrition, and can cause problems such as weight loss, muscle atrophy, poor coat and
chronic diarrhea. The condition is thought to be hereditary in German Shepherds but can also appear due to other causes such
as cancer and infection. A dog with EPI left untreated, will starve to death no matter how much he eats. Prior to that he will suffer
from malnutrition. There are a number of tests used to diagnose EPI.

If you have any concerns about your dog due to him displaying the above symptoms, please see your vet without delay.
With appropriate assistance and management, dogs with EPI can live a normal life with a normal life span
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Emergency contact: —————————————————————-

Other:—————————————

——————Dogs —————————Cats ————————-Birds

Please save our pets

In the event of an emergency

